
Create eye-catching displays

SALT & PEPPER - DG108
A classic combination done superbly well,

made with the finest salt and rugged black pepper,
featuring subtle notes of fennel and sweet garlic.

TIKKA - DG110
The aromatic flavours of India captured in

a tantalising glaze! Infused with sweet paprika,
coriander and warming cumin.

SMOKEY BBQ - DG101
With smokey paprika, sweet garlic and a tomato
undertone, this aromatic glaze perfectly captures

the flavours of a mid-summer BBQ feast.

CHINESE - DG102
A true taste of the orient, this sweet and

spicy glaze blends the sweet flavour of garlic
with a pinch of ginger and enticing star anise.

HOT & SPICY - DG105
Set taste buds sizzling with this

scorching blend of spicy chilli, earthy
paprika and a hint of red pepper. 

PIRI PIRI - DG107
A fiery Portuguese herb and 
chilli blend with a generous 

twist of tangy lemon.
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SWEET CHILLI - DG109
A tangy blend of sweet chilli and red pepper

accentuated with fresh flavours of garlic,
onion and a sprinkling of herbs.

MAPLE & CHILLI - DG106
The alluring aroma and distinctively sweet

flavour of maple combined with crushed chilli
seeds for an extra spicy kick.

GARDEN MINT - DG104
Experience the cool and refreshing sensation
of our garden mint infused glaze, the perfect

addition to a variety of lamb dishes!

The mouth-watering flavour of garlic butter
combined with a sprinkling of parsley

and enhanced with white onion.

GARLIC BUTTER - DG103

COLA & MOLASSES - DG117
The nostalgic flavour of cola and the deep

richness of molasses combine to create this
lip-smacking glaze that’s sure to be a hit!



Create eye-catching displays • Added value recipes to boost your profits

THAI - DG115 
The aromatic delight of Thai flavour, featuring
distinct lemongrass, smooth coconut flavour, a
subtle zing of chilli and a sprinkle of coriander.

FAJITA - DG116
A classic, vibrant flavour that easily transports

you, with sweet paprika, earthy cumin, a
sprinkle of herbs and a kick of chilli. 

WEEPING TIGER - DG114
A pop of flavour that is great on numerous

proteins, featuring the umami flavour of
soy, sweet garlic and warming chilli. 

SPICY BUFFALO - DG111
Our authentic buffalo glaze has 

a sharp chilli heat enlivened with 
a generous twist of zesty lemon.

MEXICAN TINGA - DG112
A Mexican wave of flavour 

with Chipotle chilli heightened 
by zingy lime.

CHIMICHURRI - DG113
A Latin American delight, heaped with 
parsley, oregano and coriander with 

alluring garlic and warming green chilli. 

**

*Any 3 tubs 2.5kg and 2kg (New Cola and Molasses only) ordered at the same time for £36. Offer ends 18.06.23.
**5g of sugar in 100g of glazed meat. 

Inspiring sides Meal dealsMeal inspiration

STIR FRIES ROASTED VEGETABLES FAKEAWAY SELECTIONS

EXCELLENT
ADHESION AND

HIGH GLOSS


